
Power outages in Summer 2022 

 

With power outages looming over the U.S manufactured by the power companies  

to force you into going green this summer will leave many sick with heat stroke.  

 

1.Keep A wet cloth around your neck  

2.put a wet cloth around the belt area of your body  

3.as well as under your arm pits this will keep your core temp down 

4.in the heat and possibly save you from getting sick. 

5.Drink water 

 

When the power goes out a few things happen. people flock to new areas with power in order to escape 

the heat others will end up in stores or the movies. You will spend money you don't have to stay cool  

 

how this will happen and be explained to the public  

  

"The heat is creating a drain on the system in which we no longer have the power to support" 

the fires created by Newsom and most do not know he outlawed firebreaks and allowing the fires to 

flourish in California. 

 

They will pitch green energy wind mills and solar panels  

don't get us wrong all work but by no means have the ability to power  

the entire whole of life for the United States  

 

A few issues with these will be addressed in a later story attached to this one.  

with pictures and a full explanation of the issue and problems with the green energy they want to push. 

 

Global warming is a scam and we can prove it. Would you like to hear John Brennan of the C.I.A explain 

they have weather manipulation tools to control weather at the CFR.  (below Video) 

 

So if this is the Case why is it we have this so called global warming?  

 

A few points  planets have heated and cooled since the beginning of time 

most are not old enough to remember they have changed this global heating and cooling  

beyond 4 time it started with cooling, then warming, then cooling, then warming. 

Sounds a bit like the pattern of the life cycle of a planet. the only problem is they change how the 

weather will be affecting and ending the planet every 10 to 20 years in order to let people forget . That's 

their secret your short memory  

 



As a reminder when the power goes out your internet drops your security systems fail your food rots 

and you become a target for looters now. as  their is no way to protect yourself.  

 

as an example we will show you the power outage documents from  Ercot in the winter  

of 2021 in Texas with the power outage and show that it was not that the power failed  

but the administration told them to not supply the power.  (Below PDF) 

 







 
 

So the crisis was again created and claimed you were saved from something they did to you ?  



 

why in the world do our leaders keep doing this  behind out backs? 

because their agenda is becoming very clear and how the manipulation works is becoming almost  

to the point of being like movie script.  
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